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New prc;ofs of two properties of the polynomial-time hierarchy are given. The classes in the 
hierarchy are characterized using polynomially bounded quantifiers. Usiblg this result, a sequence 
of camp’ :te sets for the hierarchy is exhibited.. 
The subject of this paper is the internal structure of the “polynomial-time 
hierarchy” (P-hierarchy). The g-hierarchy was defined in [9] as a structure 
analogous to the Gthmetic hierarchy: its definition extends upward the analogy 
between the recurive sets (those sets for which it is possible to decide membership) 
and the class of sets recognizable deterministically in polynomial tine (those sets 
for which it is “practical” to decide membership [4,7]). 
This 5erarcby can be used for the classification of problems whose sAution is not 
known to reouire more than polynomial time, but for which no pol:lnomial-time 
algorithm (even nondeterministic) is known to exist. The reader should consult [I ‘1 
for examples of such classification and for a more complete discussion of the 
properties of the P-hierarchy. 
The definition of the *q-hierarchy uses a restricted Turing reducibility. Here a 
useful characterization of the classes is given, which shows tha: they can also be 
defined by means of polynomially bounded quantifiers. The proof of this character- 
ization relies on a simple representation of th lasses in the P-hierarc 
homomorphi:.ms that perform bo 
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result from [ll] gives some insight into the relationship between the %hierarchy 
and the class of sets that can be accepted in polynomial space. The latter class 
contains all of the polynomial-time hierarchy; whether the containment isproper is 
not known, but it must be proper if the hierarchy is infinite. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with basic notions of Turing machines and 
formal languages. For the most part, the notation and conventions of [11] will be 
followed. If S is a finite set of symbols (an alphabet), then S* denotes the set of 
strings of symbols in S, including the empty string A. A language is a subset of 
s’=S*-(h); i.e., we consider only languages that do not contain the empty string. 
The length of a string. x is denoted by 1 x 1. For a class of languages %‘, 
CO-~={i=s+-L:LCs+,LEce}. 
The model for Turing acceptor used here has a two-way read-only input tape and 
multiple work tapes. It may be deterministic or nondeterministic. Suppose f is a 
function from (the nonnegative integers) to . A language L is accepted by a 
Turing machine 1M in time f(n) if for x E L, there is an accepting computation of A4 
on x of at most f (1 x 1) steps, and for x e E, there is no accepting computation of A4 
on x. Similarly, 1M accepts L in space f(n) if for x e L, there is an accepting 
cqJmputation of A4 on x in which no more than f(l x I) squares are visited on any 
work tape, and for xe L, there is no accepting computation of 1M on x. The class of 
languages accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic) Turing machines in time 
f(n) is denoted by DTIME(f(n)) (NTIME(f(n))), and the class of languages 
accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic) Turing machines in space f(n) is 
denoted by DSPACE(f(n)) (NSPACE(f (n ))). Also, let 
9 = u {DTIME(p(n)): p(n) a polynomial}, 
JW = u (NTIME(p(n)): r(n) a polynomial}, 
9-SPACE = U {DSPACE(p(n)): p(n) a polynomial). 
The definition of the polynomial-time hierarchy uses polynomial analogs of the 
relations 9.e. in” and “recursive in” used to define tht arithmetic hierarchy. The 
definition of these “polynomial in” rxlations is based on the following model for 
relative computation. 
An oracle machine M is a multitape uring acceptor with a distin- 
guished dracle tape and distinguished states q? (for ‘“query”), “yes”, and “no”. 
Computations of such a machine are defined relative to an oracle set A, which may 
be any language over the tape alphabet of 
were a Turing machine until M enters the 
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on the oracle. uring acceptors, an oracle machine is deterministic if t 
is at most on ove possible at each step and nondeterministic otherwise. 
language accepted by oracle machine M with oracle set A will be denoted by M(A). 
An oracle machine is said to operate in a time bound t(n) if for any input x every 
computation (relative to any oracle set) of the machine on x halts within t(l x I) 
steps. (An oracle call takes one step.) 
his model of oracle machines is similar to that of [8]. Except for the convention 
sed after an oracle call, these machines are essentially the 
[2,5]. Note that this restriction on their mode of operation does 
not affect their wer when arbitrary polynomial time bounds are allowed. 
Definition. Let A be a language. Then 
P(A ) - {M(A): A4 is a deterministic oracle machine that operates in time 
p(n) where p is some polynomial}, 
.KP(A) = {M(A): M is a nondeterministic oracle machine that operates 
in time p(n) where p is some polynomial}. 
For a class of languages %, 
P(se) = 'J (P(A): A E %}, 
Thus 9(A) and NP(A) are classes of languages whose membership problems 
e relative to A in polynomial time. 
In this pz?er, Turing machines and oracle machines will be vi~v~d as operating 
on tuples ofi strings for input; to achieve this it is assumed that some enco/P’ng 
( Xl, . . ., xk ) of k -tuples, k Z= 1, has been chosen. One candidate for such an encodirlg 
is the “sequential” encoding suggested in [ 111: if R C S’ x . . . x S’ (k times) is, a 
k-ary string relation then 
(-6 # x:! # . . . # &: (x I,..., x,)E R} 
is its encoding, where # is a new symbol. Another possibility is the parallel 
encoding us:d in [ 131. e assume that the chosen encoding can be manipulare 
(e.g., the components can be determine ) in linear time and that I(J:,, . . ., AL )I is 
linear in max{( xi I: 1 S i S k}. 
Tlhe following definition of the polynomia e hierarchy is t 
e P-hierarchy is the collection of classes { P P. . ks k* 2% O}, 
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‘Note that A? = 9 and 2: = JVY? Since for any set A, A and its complement are 
in P(A) C N$P(A ), we see that for any k ~O,A~crYVf:(7,~and~f:Unf:cAg+,. 
Thus the P-hierarchy is a nested structure of classes of languages. It is not known, 
however, whether any of the inclusions Zf: c 21+, for k 2 0 is proper, i.e., whether 
the hierarchy is finite or infinite. 
It is technic,:lly useful to represent languages in 2:: in terms of languages in nf+. 
Clearly Xf = NP(II$-J; however, a simpler representation, using a type of 
bounded-erasing homomorphism, also holds. 
Proposition 1. For any k 2 1, a language L c S‘ is in C [ if and only if there exist Q 
homomorphism h: S*-, T”, a language L’C T+ in n[-., and a polynomial p(n) 
stich that L = h(L’) and for any x E L’, ICI sp(I h(x$. That is, Cp = {h(L’): 
L’E IIf-,, h a homomorphism that parforms polynomial-bounded rasing on L’}. 
roof. For k 2 1, let Xk denote the class of !anguages of the form h(L’) with 
L’E Rg-, and h a homomorphism such that for some polynomial p, for all x E L’, 
1 .Y 1 s p(l h(x)l). Using a straightforward machine construction, it is easily seen that 
each 2: is closed under application of homomorphisms that perform polynomial- 
bounded eming; hence Xk C 2f: for all k. Conversely, the statement is known to 
hold for k =:- 1, since R$ = 9 and J$p = JVP (see [3]). The proof proceeds by 
induction or k= For k > 1, suppose that L = M(A) is a language in SC, with 
A E Zg-,;9 lb1 a nondeterministic polyno,mial-time oracle machine. Then 
(*) there exist a homobmorphism h, and languages L1 E 9, Lz E se-,, and 
LjE I7!-, such that L = h,(L, 1-i Lz n L3) and for some polynomial pl, Ix I s 
pl(l h(x)I) fr:li* any x E L, (see [13]). 
Strings L-Y 1 have the form z = (x, y, u, u) where y encodes a sequence of 
transitions t et T !d cause M (on input x) to query its oracle about the strings in 
u = u1 # . . . d’ u, # and v = uI is& . . . # vr # and that cause M to accept x if the 
answers are “v 2 for the strings in u and “no” for the strings in v. (“ # *’ is a new 
symbol.) Si -~lzf: operates in polynomial time, if z E L, then 1 y I, I u I, 10 1 are 
bounded b;l B polynomial in thle length of X. The language L2 (LB) then consists of 
p*, v E (A # )*). Now. 5Vk can be shown 
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nQW2 C Rk) by the induction hypothesis, Zg-* C 5% Sience any language of the 
form described at (*) is in SV’k, so Sf: c 2”. II - 
Suppose L is a lan&uage and 4 a polynomial. Let languages L, and EZ 
xEkes3y [Iyj~&l) and (&Y)~~], 
xEL,C+Vy [if lylsq((xI) then (x,y)EL]. 
Then I_., (I.,*) will be said to be defined from L by polynomial-bounded existential 
(universal ) qua3 tifica tion. The expression defining Lt will also be written 
(3y), [(x, y)~ L], and that for Lz, (VY)~ [(x, y)E L]. In the case of multiple 
quantifiers, the subscripting polynomials will all refer to bounds in terms of x; e.g., 
(3~)~ (VY’)~* [(x, v, y’) E L] demes 
@YK~Y’)[lY IWIXI) and if 1 y’! s q’(l x I) then (x, J‘, Y’)E L]. 
Proposition 2. For each k 2 1, 2:: is closed under polynomial-bounded existential 
q!.tantification and ll[ is closed under polynomial-bounded universal quantification. 
The desired characterization of the classes 2:: and I7$ can now be stated; it was 
in this form -de!! lririon by the number of alternations of bounded quantifiers- 
that the polynomiA hierarchy was suggested by Karp [7]. 
Theorem 3. Let L c S’ be a language. For any k 3 1, 1. E 2[ if and only if there 
exist polynomials pl, . . ., pk and a language L’ E !? such that for all x E St, 
Dually, L E IIf if and only if 
for some L’ E 9 and polynomials pl,. . ., pk. 
The quantifiers in these expressions alternate, so that Q is 3 if k is odd and V if k 
is even. Q will GC used in this way consistently, and CT’ for its dual; Q’ is V if k is o 
and 3 if k is even. This result was announced, without proof, in [Q]. 
oof is by induction on k. or ease in the discussion, let %k 
can be defined from languages in 9 
ed quantifiers beginning with an existential 
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language in % k+l can be defined by polynomial-bounded existential quantification 
from a language in &. Since (from the previous proposition) 2$+, is closed under 
this operation, if .& = lIf then %+I G xft+~. On the other hand, if L is a language 
in ZP+l then from Proposition 1, L s :i(L’) where L’E IIf = & and h is a 
homomorphism that performs polynomial-bounded erasing on L’. From the 
bounded-quantifier formula defining L’ E s&k as in the statement of the theorem, it 
is possible to construct a bounded-quantifier formula demonstrating that h (L’) E 
zf k+]; hence L E %!&+I and 2{+* G %k+,. 
The formula for h(U) is constructed as follows. Suppose for convenience that k 
is even and 
x E L’ iff (Vyd,,-dyk), [(x,yl,-•,yk)=t] 
where L, E 9 and pl,. . ., pk are polynomials. Define a language Lo E 9 by 
k yo, yh l l l t yk) E Lo if and Only if 
(1) h(yo)= x; 
(2) for Isis$k, Iyzif6p(Iyol); and 
(3) if for.0 s i G ;Pr - 1, 1 y:zi+l I s p(I yol), then (YO, YI,. . l 3 yk) E L- 
If p is the polynomial such that I x 16 p(( h(x)l) for x E L’, let 40(n) = p(n) and 
for 1 G i -s k, let qi (n) = pi (p (n)). Thcsn 
The polynomial hierarchy ‘was originally presented as a structure for classifying 
the complexity of problems (encoded as languages). A useful tool for such 
cilassification is the notion of “efficient reduction” of one problem to another and, 
hcnse, the calncept of a com*plete problem. The reducibility (or transformability) 
rektior~ considered here is that determined by functions computed in log(n) space. 
Definition. Suppose L, C S’, LZ C T’ are languages and % is a class of languages. 
(i) L s log L, if there is a function f : S+ --, T” such that j’ can be computed in 
log(n) space and for any x E S’, x E L, if and only if f(x)E LI. 
(ii) L1 is log-complete in % if L, E % and for any L E %, L < Iog L,. 
The model for the computation of these functions is a Turing machine with 
two-way input, multiple work tapes to which the space bound applies, and a 
one-way output tape. The class of functions computable in this way in log(n) space 
is closed under composition [6,12] and clearly contains the identity function, so 
< - log is a transitive and reflexive relation. :G log is a restriction of G P,, the 
reducibility defined by the class of functions that can be computed in polynomial 
time. 
e reducibilities s log and s Pm are appropriate for use with the classes in the 
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Sappose A G pm B and B E A??(C) (respectively, g(C)). Then also 
A EJvY(C) (9(C)). 
The first proof of the existence of a complete set in JVP is given in [S]. The 
explosion that foliowed in the number of known “polynomial-complete” problems 
indicates that classification using reducibilities can be more easily done when 
complete sets are already known. The proofs in [l, 51 show that the set of 
) satisfiable propositional formulas in conjunctive normal form is 
log-complete in NP; extensions of this set are shown here to be complete in the 
other classes of the polynomial hierarchy. Another approach through which a 
log-complete set in each class can be found is based on the construction of a 
“universal” linear-time oracle machine [ 131. 
(i) Let E be a map taking propositional formulas into strings, which 
leaves fixed the connective symbols and parentheses, as well as the constants 0 and 
1 (“false “, “true”), and writes the variable names over a finite alphabet. Assume for 
definiteness that the formulas contain variables from the set {x[ i, j] : i, j 3 1) and 
that E(x [ i, j]) is the string Q!(i) # p(j) E {x, 0’1, # )’ where p(m) is the binary 
representation of in. 
(ii) For k 25 1, let Ck be the set of formulas that is defined by: if F is a formula in 
which’ for 1%: i s k, the variables Xi = {x [i, j] : 1 G j s ni} occur (k is fixed but 
nl’ . . ..nk 2 1 depend on F) then FE Ck if and only if 
(3X1)(WX2). . .(QX”) [F(X’, . . .,X”) is true]. 
Thus ~‘1 is the set of satisfiable formulas; and, for example, if F = 
(x[l, 1] A x[1,2])v x[2,1], then FE C2. 
(iii) Let B. = fl and for k 2 1, let 
& = {E(F): F is a formula in Ck}. 
Suppo*;e a formula F has variables x [i, j J for 1 s j s ni, 1 s i s k, with 
k, n 1, 0 l 8% nk 3 1. If E(F) and strings yl, . . ., yk E (0, 1)' are given, then it can be 
tested ir?: polynomial time whether 1 yi I= tti for 1 6 i c k, and if so, whether F is 
true under the assignment x[i, j = the jth symbol of yi* Also, for 1 c i 5 k, 
yti < ] E( F)I if the variables x [ i, 11, . . ., x [i, nil occur in F, so strings 3/i of length 
can be ignored. Theref k can be defined from a language 
ns of quantifiers that a ded by the polynomial (n ) = I-L 
A sketch of a proof that for each k 3 1, g-complete in 2: is given in WI; 
it is essentially a relativization to oracle machines of Cook’s original proof for the 
e characterization of the classes of lynomial-rime hi rarchy 
m 3 allows a si pler proof for k > 1. result will come as 
eorem 5, 
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&fin&ion. (i) Consider functions p that take positive integers into propositional 
formulas and have the followvng property: there exist k 2 1, r a 2 and non-zero 
polynomials pl, . . ., pk (all depending, on p) such that for all n 2 1 the variables in 
p(n) are 
X”={x[m,j]: lCjGpm(n)}, l<rnGk, 
I={x[k+i,j]: l<i~r,l~j~n}. 
Given such a function, let S = (~1,. . ., s?} be an alphabet and w = Si, siz . . . si, be a 
string of length n > 1 over S. Then p(n, w) denotes the formula resulting from p(n) 
by the following assignment of the variables in the set I: for 1 G j s n, x[k -+ ii,jl = 
1 and x [ k + i, j] = 0 for if ij (i.e., . .[ k + i, j] = 1 iff the jth symbol of w is si), 
(ii) A function p as in (i) will be said to represent a language L c S+ if: 
(1) (a) 
w 
0 c 
or 
(2) (a) 
(b) 
0 C 
LEXf, 
if k is even (odd) then for all n, p(n) is in disjunctive (conjunctive) 
normal form, and 
for any w E S+., w E L if and only if (3X’)(VX2). . .(QX”)[p(l w I, w) is 
true] if and only if &v (&EC& 
if k is even (odd) then for all n, p(n) is in conjunctive (disjunctive) 
normal form, and 
foranywES’,wELifandonlyif~X’)...(Q’X’)~p(lw1,w)istrue]. 
Note that for k = I, ;a function p represents L E 27 = JV~ if and only if p(n) is in 
conjunctive normal form for each n and for any string w, w E L if and only if 
E(p(l w 1, w))E B1, the set of encodings of satisfiable formulas 
Theorem 5. For any k 2 1 and language L in X[ or l7[, there exists a function p 
that represents L and is such that E(p( n)) can be computed from the binary 
representation of n in linear space. 
PrOOf* The formula p(n) can be interpreted as describing the conditions under 
which the oracle machine associated with L can accept an input of length n. 
Attention is restricted to a particular input w by the assignment to the input 
variable!;, I which yields p( 1 w I, w ). The polynomials pi associated with p depend 
on the t:ime and space used by the machine, and r depends on its alphabet. 
However, because of Theorem 3, oracle machines are not used explicitly in the 
followiqg. 
The proof is by induction on k. The proof in [l,S] of the completeness of B, in 
JV+~ can be revised to yield the basis of the induction. (As pointed out in [6] that 
proof uses a io&) sp;ice rl=c”ruction.)The major difference is that the variables that 
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describe the first n squares of the tape before the first step are not “bound” to the 
input but rather are used as the variables I. With this change, only the length of the 
illput is needed to construct the formula, so it may be given in binary to the machine 
which performs the construction; the amount of tape used is just that needed to 
write numbers that are polynomial in rt, so their lengths are linear in the length of n 
in binary. 
Since IQ = co-X{ for all k 2 1, if the theorem holds for any J$, then it a!so holds 
for IQ. The induction step is simplified by the following corollary to Theorem 3: 
Claim. Let S be an alphabet, # (S) a 2, &e S and T = S U (6). For k 2 2, if 
L, c S+ is in 2:: then there exist EZ G T’ in l7f-, and a nondecreasing polyPtomia1 p 
such that for aN x E T’, x E Lt if and only if 3y [ 1 y I= p(I x I) and xy CE Lz]. 
Now suppose the theorem holds for some k 3 1 and let Lr c S+ be a language in 
2$+,. Let T = S U {a) and # (T) = r. Using the claim, let Lz E I7[ and polynomial p 
be such that x E LI if and oniy if (3y)[ I y I = p(Jl x I) and xy E Lz] for any x E T’. 
Using the induction hypothesis let p2 be a function that represents I,*, with 
associated polynomials ql, . . ., qk. Then for any x E T’, x E L, if and only if 
3y[lyI=p(lxI) and ~X’).=.(Q’Xk)~p~(lx(+p(lxl),xy) isrrue]]. 
The input vaGables in p2(n +p(n)) are 
&={x[k+i,j]: lsi6r,lGjGn) 
for an initial substring of length n of the input, and 
+{x[k+i,j]: Misr, n+lsjsn+p(n)} 
for the remainder of the string. We can construct p,(n) to represent L, from 
p2(n + p(n)) by retaining the variables in I, as input variables, converting the 
variables in I2 to 
Cx[l, j]: 1 G j s (p(n)- n)r} 
(which wi!l be existentially quantified for p,), and changing X’ to X2, X2 to X3, etc. 
More fxormahy, let 7 rename the variables in p2(ts + p(n)) as follows: 
for x[k + i, j] E II, +[k + i, j]) = x[k + i -;- 1, j]; 
for x[k +i,j]W2, 
and for 1 s i s k, I 5 j s qi(n +p(n)), r(.x[i,j]) = x[i + l,j]. 
Let p&Q = r(pz(n + p(n))). Then the polynomials associated with pl are PI(n) = 
r *p(n) and, for 2 s i s k + 1, p,(n) = qi_l(n + p(n)). Since pi(n) is in the same 
form as pz(n + p(n)), pi(n) will be in conjuctive or disjurlitive normal form for all yt 
if, for all m, pz(m) is in that form. 
Further, for any string x E T’ of length n, x E I!,, if and only if there Is an 
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ariables I2 in p&r -I- p(n)) such that if the vasiables in II are 
I’). . .( k+‘9 [IQ&I + p(n))) with those assignments 
made is true]. 
l if and only if 
( ‘P”)[p,(n, x) is true]; 
me pn represents L+ 
struct E@*(n)) given n in binary, it is sufficient to calculate p(n) and write 
(p2(n + p(n)))). Thiis clan be done in space linear in the length of n + p(n), 
ence linear in the length of n. 0 
* For each .I: Y 3 1, Bk is log-complete in Z f. 
From Them-em 3and previous remarks, for each k 3 1, Bk E zg. Suppose, 
hen ihat L is a language in .X{ for some k 2 1. From the theorem, let p be a 
nction that represents L and let A(w) = E(p(l w I, w)). Then the mapping A 
reduces L to &, since w E L if and only if p( 1 w 1, w ) E Ck if and only if 
Also, A (w) can be computed from w in log(l w I) space, by computing 
while making tl-e appropriate substitution of constants for the input 
variables. 
by .A (w 9 is in the same form as p( 1 w I); hence if k is odd 
e conjunctive-normal-form formulas in Bk form a log-complete set, and if k; 
unctive-normal-form formulas are complete. Note also that the basis 
eorem can ble proved with functions p representing languages in 
that p(n) is in conjunctive normal form with at most three literals 
in the induction step the structure of the formulas is not 
lling of the variables. Thus, e.g., for k odd, the set of 
Steve-norr~a~-form formulas in & with at most three literals per clause is 
ible form. If the time allowed for reductions 
al, then 2: cannot have a complete set with respect 
y “relativizing” the proof ,qf the nondeterministic 
in [HI], it is possible to prove that for any 
, NY(A) properly contains the class {M(A): M a 
at operates in time p(n)} (see [ 131). Using 
to shown that 2[ = JVIP(B,-,) for each 
e Lo E Xf: and polynomial q (n 9, it was 
ted to k,, in time q(n), then 2$ 
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Thus since each Xf: can be decomposed into a certain infinite hierarchy of classes, 
they cannot possess some types of complete sets. If the g-hierarchy is in fact 
infinite, then the same argument can be applied to %8 to show that it cannot 
possess a log-complete set. This fact has the following consequence for the question 
of the relationship of the p-hierarchy to the class S-space. 
Proposition 7. If for all k, ZS: $Sf+, then tP%f~ P-S 
roof. Recall that BV c %SPACE [ll]* Let .B, = U r=, Bk ; it is proved in [ll] 
that B, is log-complete in .%SPACE. If !F-SPACE c 9%’ then for some j, 
B, E 25. Since (Proposition 4) 27 is closed under log(n)-space reductions, B, CE 27 
implies that %SPACE c 25 and then Z?f+, G 25. 0 
The contrapositive of this proposition states that if 9-SPACE is contained in the 
p-hierarchy then there is a constant j such that any language in 9-SPACE can be 
defined by a formula using at most j alternations of polynomial-bounded 
quantifiers. 
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